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Abstract. Let ^4 be a proper i/*-algebra. Let t(A)

= \xy | x, yÇ^A }, let R(A) be the set of all bounded linear operators

S on A such that S(xy) = (Sx)y for all x, y(E.A and let C(A) be the

closed subspace of R(A) generated by the operators of the form

Laix^wx, a(E.A. It is shown that t{A) can be identified with the

space of all bounded linear functionals on C{A) and that R(A) is the

dual of t(A). Also it is proved that t(A) is a Banach algebra.

This paper is a continuation of [4J. It generalizes Theorems 2, 3 on

pp. 47, 48 of [6J. These theorems state that the trace-class (tc) of

operators on a Hubert space H can be identified with the set of all

bounded linear functionals on the ideal of completely continuous

operators on H and that the dual of (tc) is essentially the set of all

bounded operators on H.

A consequence of the generalization of the first fact is the com-

pleteness of the trace-class t(A) for an arbitrary proper ¿7*-aIgebra A.

Let A be a proper ii*-algebra [l]. We define R(A) to be the set of

all right centralizers on A [2 ] (R(A) is the set of all bounded operators

S on A such that S(xy) = (Sx)y for all x, y£.¡4). We define C(A) to be

the closed subspace of R(A) generated by the operators La'.x-^ax,

aÇzA, acting on A ; C(A) is the closure in the operator norm of the

set {La\aÇ£A}.
For each ííGt(í) consider the mapping /„ on C(A) defined by

fa(S) =tr(Sa), SEC(A).Then\fa(S)\ =|tr(Sa)| ^r(Sa) ^||S||t(c) for

each S(E.C(A) [4, Lemma 5] and so/«, is a bounded linear functional

on C(A) with ||/0|| ^r(a). The converse inequality also holds:

Lemma. J/oGt(^4) then the mapping fa: 5—>tr(5a), defined on C(A),

is a bounded linear functional and ||/0|| =t(o).

Proof. We only need to prove that t(o) ^||/„|[. Let [en] and

{/*„} be respectively a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections

and a sequence of positive numbers such that [a]= y^°=i MA and
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[a]ek = ek[a] = ßkek for each k (see the definition of [a] in [4J (before

Lemma 2)).

For each n let c„ = 2^£_ t ek; then Lc„£ C(A),\\Lcn\\ = 1 and

f[a](Lcn) = tr(Lcn([a])) = tr(c[a]) = tiY ¿ ek[a]\

/   n \        n n

~ tr(  H Wk )= Ew tr(e4) = 23 Vk(ek, ek).
\ i=l / A=l k=l

Thus we have:

¿M*(e*,e*) = |/M(¿cB)|   ^||/MHMI =||/[«]||.

It follows that

00 CO

t(c) = tr[a] = X ([<*K, c*) = £/**(«*, e*) ̂  ||/[<x]||,
t=i fc=i

and so we only have to show now that ||/[a]|| ;S||/a||.

Let W be the partial isometry associated with a (see definition of

W in [4] after Lemma 2). Then W, W* are right centralizers of norm

1, W[a] =a, W*a = [a] and we have for each SE:C(A):

\f[a](S)\   =  \tr(S[a])\   =  \tr(SW*a)\   = \fa(SW*)\

^M-\\sw*\\ ^\\fa\\-\\s\\-\\w*\\ è\\M\-\\s\\.

This simply means that ||/[a]|| ë=||/a||. • • •

Theorem 1. Each bounded linear functional on C{A) is of the form

fa for some a^_r{A). The correspondence a*->fa is an isometric iso-

morphism between t{A) and C(A)*.

Proof. The fact that the mapping a—>fa is one-to-one is easy to

verify: if fa=fb then the equality (a, x*) =tr(xa) =tr(Lx(a)) =fa(Lx)

=fb(Lx) =tr(xb) = (b, x*) holds for each xÇ^A, and this means that

a = b.

To prove that the mapping a—»/„ is onto, we use Riesz' Theorem

about linear functionals on a Hubert space. Let / be a bounded

linear functional on C(A). Then the mapping x—rf(Lx) is a bounded

linear functional on A since |/(Lx)| ú\\f\\ "H-i^H â>||/|| '\\x\\ (note that

\\Lx\\ ú\\x\\ for each xE:A). Hence there exists a(E.A such that/(Lx)

= (x, a*) for all xÇ£A. Then f(Lx) = (x,a*) =tr (ax) =tr(xa)

= tr (Lx(a)) for each x£i. If we could show that a^r(A) this would

imply that/ is of the form/=/0.
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So let {en ), {fin} and W be as in the above lemma (a*a — 23n ju„e„,

[a] = 23» nnen, W[a]=a, W*a=[a] and Wx= 23» ¡x~laenx, W*x

= 23» nñlena*x for each xElA) (see discussion following Lemma 2 in

[4]). For each n let c„ = ]QLi ek, dn = 23*=1 M*"W* Then

Zdn(x) = ¿»* = 2 ßkleka*x = c„ 23 ¡j.k~1eka*x = Zc„(IF*x)

and     so     [|Z,dB(x)|| = ||Z,cB(W*:x;)|| á||Lc„|| -|| W*\\ -\\x\\ ^\\x\\,    which

means that ||-L-a„|| ál- Then we have for each n:

n n /     n V /     n \

23 A«*(«*. e*) = Zw tr(e*) = tr Í  23 M*«a )   =   tr I 23 HiT1eica*a j
k=l k=l \ 4=1 / \  fc=l /

=  I tr(dna) I   =  I tr(Z¿»(a)) |   =  | f(Ldn) \

è 11/11 -11^11=11/11.
This simply means that the series 23t°-i/x¡fc(A, «*) converges,

ô = 23* (M*)1/2e* belong to ^4 and [a] =b2 belongs to r(   ).

Corollary. t(A) is a Banach algebra in the norm t(A).

Proof. t(A) is complete since it is isometric to the dual of C(A)

(see 8A in [3]).

Theorem 2. For each SE;R(A) the mapping fs'.x—>tr(Sx), fs(x)

= tr(Sx), is a bounded linear functional on t(A) such that \\fs\\ =||-SJ|.

Conversely, each bounded linear functional on t(A) is of the form fs

for some SÇzR(A). Thus R(A) is isomorphic and isometric to the space

t(A)* of bounded linear functionals on t(A).

Proof. Inequality |tr(5x)| ^||S||-t(x) (Lemma 5 in [4]) implies

that/s is a bounded linear functional on t(A) and that ||/s|| á||S||-

To establish the converse inequality we select for a given e>0 a

member aEA with ||o||=l such that ||.S*||2-eá||S*a||2 and then

consider:

||S*||2 - 6 g ||S*a||2 = (5*o, S*a) = | (SS*a, a) |   = | tr(SS*(aa*)) |

= j tr(S(S*aa*)) |   = \fs(S*aa*)\

^\\fs\\-T(S*(aa*))i\\fs\\-\\S*\\-T(aa*)

= \\fs\\-\\S*\\tv(aa*)

-IWNWMNI'-IWI-IWI.
Since this is valid for each e>0 we have: ||S|| =||5*|[ ^|[/s||.

Now let/Gr(^l)*. For a fixed aÇ^A the linear functional ga:x—*f(ax)
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is bounded on A:\ga(x)\ = \f(ax)\ û\\f\\r(ax) ^\\f\\-\\a\\-\\x\\ (Corol-

lary 4 in [4]) and so \\gj¡[ á|[/|| •fWI* Hence there is a member ba

of A such that f(ax) = ga(x) ~(x, b*)=tr(bax) for each ¡c£i and

||&o||á||f||-||a||- Define the mapping 5 on A by setting Sa = ba for

each a(EA. Then 5 is a bounded linear operator on 5 such that

||S|| g||/|| and tr((Sa)x) =f(ax) for all x, a^A. Let us show that S is

a right centralizer. If u, v£zA then we have for each x£-4 :

(S(uv), x*) = tr(xS(uv)) = tr((S(uv))x) = f((uv)x) = f(u(vx))

- tr(S«(t>*)) = (Su, (»*)*) = (5m, ¡»V) = ((Su)v, x*).

Thus S(uv) = (Su)v. . . .

It follows also that/=/s'. if a = uv for some u, v(SA then f(a)

=f(uv) =tr((Su)v) =tr (S(uv)) =tr (Sa) =fs(a).

The author expresses his thanks to D. J. Gallo for pointing out to

him the error in the previous proof of Theorem 2.
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